
Simpler BAS partner FAQ

What is Simple BAS?

The Australian Taxation Office (ATO) has listened to the concerns of small businesses, tax 
professionals, industry associations and software providers, and is working towards reducing 
GST compliance costs for small businesses.

The ATO is reducing the amount of GST information required for the Business Activity 
Statement (BAS) to simplify GST bookkeeping and reporting requirements.

From 1 July 2017, small businesses will only need to report the following GST information on 
their BAS:

• GST on sales (1A)
• GST on purchases (1B)
• Total sales (G1)

You can find more information about Simpler BAS here: https://www.ato.gov.au/Business/
Business-activity-statements-(BAS)/Goods-and-services-tax-(GST)/Simpler-BAS/. 

What is Simpler GST?

Simpler BAS will make it easier for businesses to do their bookkeeping to classify and code 
GST transactions. To help small businesses gain the most benefit from simpler BAS, 
QuickBooks Online is introducing simplified GST classification. This simplified method allows 
small businesses to code their GST transactions as:

• GST
• GST Free
• Out of Scope

Who will this change impact?

Once Simpler GST is released, all new QuickBooks Online customers will be put into 
simplified GST tax codes by default. They will have an option to switch to current detailed 
GST tax codes, if they wish to do so. 

Existing QuickBooks Online customers will also have an option to switch to simplified GST tax 
codes. 

https://www.ato.gov.au/Business/Business-activity-statements-(BAS)/Goods-and-services-tax-(GST)/Simpler-BAS/
https://www.ato.gov.au/Business/Business-activity-statements-(BAS)/Goods-and-services-tax-(GST)/Simpler-BAS/


What does Simpler GST mean to app developers?

App developers who consume tax codes from QuickBooks Online must cater to the fact that 
customers may be on simplified GST tax codes or on detailed GST tax codes.

What is the full list of tax codes that QuickBooks Online supports?

The following table captures the list of tax codes under simple and detailed GST. Tax codes 
highlighted in red will be present in QuickBooks API responses but marked as inactive.

*GST on purchases and GST Free purchases were introduced in QuickBooks v1705 (May 
2017 release)  and will not be present for accounts on detailed GST created prior to this 
release.

Can customers switch from one set of tax codes to another?

Yes, customers can switch from simplified GST codes to detailed GST codes or vice versa at 
any point in time. If they switch from detailed to simple GST codes, QuickBooks Online will 
automatically map any default GST codes that they may have set on chart of accounts, 
products and services and bank rules to the simplified GST codes. They will however have to 
map default GST codes on recurring transactions. 



If customers switch from simple to detailed, they will lose default GST codes they may have 
set on chart of accounts, products and services, bank rules and recurring transactions. 

Can customers have both set of tax codes at the same time?

From a customer perspective, they can have only one set of tax codes at any point in time. 
However, in the backend, QuickBooks Online may have the entire set of tax codes (outlined 
in table above) but only the tax codes corresponding to the selected GST classification 
method will be active.  

Can customers have no tax codes at all?

Yes, if the customer has not enabled GST in QuickBooks Online, they will not have any tax 
codes on their file. 

What will happen to existing transactions when customers switch from 
detailed GST codes to simple or vice versa?

There will be no change to existing transactions when customers switch from simple to 
detailed GST codes or vice versa. However, once they switch, they will be able to create 
transactions only with the new set of GST codes. 

Can we automatically map codes when customers switch from detailed 
to simple?

Yes, the following mapping scheme can be used when customers switch from detailed to 
simple.



Notes:
1. Input tax in the detailed GST classification scheme may refer to sales or purchase codes. 
Hence the mapping needs to be done to GST free or GST free purchases depending on 
whether the transaction is a sale or a purchase.

What happens if my app posts a transaction against a tax code which 
has been made inactive? 

We got your back! Transactions will continue to successfully post to QuickBooks and we will 
automatically assign these transactions to the corresponding active tax code when 
calculating  the user’s tax obligations.

There is however an impact on the user experience, as the user will see different tax codes 
between your app and QuickBooks Online.  For an optimal user experience, it is important 
that you follow the integration guidelines highlighted further in this document to keep tax 
codes in sync with QuickBooks.

When will QuickBooks Online be releasing the change?

The new tax codes will be made available in early June. It’s recommended that all partners 
handle the change in tax codes prior to July 1, 2017.



How do I know whether a customer is on simple or detailed GST?

If you post any transactions to QuickBooks, you should already be querying the TaxCode API 
to retrieve applicable tax codes from QuickBooks. From the 1st July 2017, if the user has 
opted in to Simpler GST in QuickBooks, the TaxCode API response will return the simple GST 
codes instead of the detailed tax codes .

Note: when a user switches from Detailed to Simple GST and vice versa, we inactivate some 
tax codes (refer to the previous table). It is important that you filter the list of available tax 
codes and look for active codes only. You can filter inactive tax codes on the query API by 
setting the following SQL statement in your query request: select * from taxcode where 
active=true .

See Data queries in QuickBooks for how to integrate the query operation.

I have existing QuickBooks users who connected my app while on 
Detailed GST. What do I need to do if they now switch to Simpler GST? 

Make sure your app is able to detect any change of tax codes, and if a new set of tax code is 
detected, apply the updated tax code before syncing or posting a new transaction to 
QuickBooks. 

If the user is in charge of maintaining tax preferences in your app, you need to notify them 
and prompt them to update the settings.

To detect a change in tax code, use the Query API before posting a transaction to check 
whether the Tax Code reference you have on file is still active. 

Notes:
 Webhooks and the Change Data Capture API do not currently support the Tax Code entity.
 You do not need to update past transactions. Only update new transactions from the date 
you identified the change in the user’s tax settings.

Refer to the sequence diagram below for integration details:
 

https://developer.intuit.com/docs/0100_quickbooks_online/0300_references/0000_programming_guide/0050_data_queries
https://developer.intuit.com/docs/0100_quickbooks_online/0300_references/0000_programming_guide/0050_data_queries


How can I test this?

Simpler GST is available in the Sandbox environment. We recommend that you create two 
sandbox accounts: one with simpler GST and another with detailed GST so you can easily test 
your app against both sets of tax codes.

Note:  By default new sandbox accounts will have Simple GST enabled. 

To change GST settings, login to your Sandbox account then:

1. Click on GST in the left navigation bar



2. Click on Edit GST, then on the drop down list select Edit settings
3. On the right tab, select either Simpler or Detailed. Close the tab once done.

Integration checklist

 My app supports two sets of tax codes: Simple GST and detailed GST (see tax code 
table)
 My app checks whether tax codes are active before posting a transaction

 If my app detects that a tax code is inactive, it retrieves the latest set of tax codes 
and updates the tax settings for that user

 I have tested my app in Sandbox with a Simple and Detailed GST account

Who can I contact if I have any questions?

If you have any questions around Simpler GST and what it means for your app , engage in the 
conversation with us by replying to this post: Simpler tax Australia 1st July 2017.  
For any integration issues, contact us as usual via the contact support webform and we will 

http://www.linktobeupdated
http://www.linktobeupdated
https://help.developer.intuit.com/s/contactsupport
https://help.developer.intuit.com/s/contactsupport


get back to you!


